2007 SUMMER TA LOGGINGS

Frequencies in Khz
Times in UTC


153 GERMANY, Deutschlandfunk, Donebach. Classical music with comments in German over Algeria, fair (08/19/2007, 00:50)


183 GERMANY, Europe 1, Saarlouis. Man talking in French about actors, good (07/03/2007, 02:50). http://pages.globetrotter.net/esnaud/MP3/germany_europe1_saarlouis.mp3 - station signing in with ID, excellent (07/08/2007, 02:00). Woman in French for newscast followed by ID “…Europe 1, il est 5h06..”, strong (08/15/2007, 03:06).

189 ICELAND, Ríkisútvarpid, Gufuskálar. Woman in Icelandic, poor to fair under noise (08/05/2007, 01:05). Rock music w comments by a man in Icelandic, fair to good (08/19/2007, 00:54).


207 MOROCCO, Radiodiffusion-Télévision Marocaine (RTM), Azilal. Man and woman in Arabic, poor to fair mixed with NDB (07/06/2007, 01:15).

207 GERMANY, Deutschlandfunk, Aholming. First catch. Man in German, fair over NDB (07/08/2007, 02:05).

LUXEMBOURG, RTL, Beidweiler. Man and woman in French, weather and ID “…RTL matin” before the news, fair (07/03/2007, 03:00). Song in French then man comments in French, fair fighting local Quebec City 230khz NDB (07/08/2007, 01:22). Music in French, poor (07/24/2007, 01:44). Song “girls just wanna have fun” followed by man in French (08/06/2007, 01:11). Music in English then man in French, fair (08/19/2007, 00:50).


SWITZERLAND, Radio Suisse Romande-Option Musique, Sottens. Music by Pink Floyd « The wall » followed by the characteristic station jingle and French song, poor to good with WABC phased out (07/03/2007, 01:15). French song, followed by newscast in French, poor to strong (08/06/2007, 00:45-01:00).


ALGERIA, Radio Algérienne (ENRS) 1, Alger. Arabic pop music (06/26/2007, 00:55). Arabic music, poor to fair (06/30/2007, 01:19). Man and woman in Arabic, fair (07/01/2007, 01:40). Arabic traditional music w. top of the hour pips then, man in Arabic (07/24/2007, 00:59). Arabic male voice then, traditional Arabic music, began poor to finish strong and steady for at least ten minutes (08/08/2007, 00:45).


CANARY ISLANDS, Punto Radio, Las Palmas. Interview by phone between two men in Spanish, Parallel with web stream puntoradio.com, fair (07/22/2007, 01:00). ID “…en Punto Radio”, good (08/13/2007, 00:22) I caught it a few times this past summer without confirm.

1089 UNITED KINGDOM, Talksport, Unknown location. Two men in English, poor to fair (06/30/2007, 01:25). Interview between men at the phone in English, poor (07/01/2007, 01:43). Man in English, poor to good with phasing on WBAL (07/24/2007, 01:23). Phone interview with men in English, good (08/15/2007, 00:51).

1098 SPAIN, RNE 5, Unknown location. Talk in Spanish between two men with synchro echo, poor to fair (07/01/2007, 01:16).

1107 SPAIN, RNE 5, Unknown location. Talk in Spanish between man and woman, poor to fair, tough to listen for the two synchros off frequency (06/29/2007, 01:25). Man and woman in Spanish, poor (07/01/2007, 01:36). Woman in Spanish, fair to good (07/02/2007, 01:10).

1116 SPAIN, SER, Unknown location. Man in Spanish, poor to fair (06/30/2007, 01:30).

1134 CROATIA, Hrvatski Radio, Zadar. Weak voice in Slavic mixed with Spain, poor to fair (06/30/2007, 01:35). Man in Slavic (Croatian?), poor to good with WBBR nulled, first catch since over a month (08/19/2007, 01:15).


1215 UNITED KINGDOM, Virgin Radio, Unknown location. Male announcer in English then music, poor to fair (07/01/2007, 01:46). Music in English over Spain, music by Madness “Our house”, fair (08/15/2007, 00:42-45).


1359 SPAIN, RNE 1, Madrid. Man and woman in Spanish, poor to good (07/04/2007, 00:51). Man and woman in Spanish, poor to fair (08/07/2007, 00:33).


1431 DJIBOUTI, Arta, Radio Sawa. Music then male in Arabic, parallel to web site Sudan stream (!!) fair signal with ID. My catch of the summer (07/26/2007, 00:36)
http://pages.globetrotter.net/esnaud/MP3/djibouti_radio_sawa.mp3 Edited at around 3min10 to hear ID. On 08/20/2007, 00:12, Arabic pop music, poor to fair.


SPAIN, SER, Unknown location. Music in Spanish, poor to fair (07/26/2007, 00:52).
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